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GENERAL OBJECTIVES, RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND SCIENTIFIC
RELEVANCE

International public administrations (IPAs), i.e., the secretariats of international (governmental) organizations (IOs)
that constitute the international counterparts to national administrative bodies, wield independent influence on the
development and implementation of public policies (Biermann and Siebenhüner, 2009). While scholars of Public
Administration and Public Policy regularly investigate the impact of organizational structures and personnel of
ministerial bureaucracies and executive agencies on policy-making (Aberbach et al., 1981; Maggetti and
Verhoest, 2014), such research questions have only recently been posed at the level above the nation state
(Barnett and Finnemore, 2004; Bauer et al., 2016; Stone and Ladi, 2015). Previous research has successfully
identified different administrative, political and context-related factors that might enable bureaucratic influence to
occur. However, integrative approaches that allows for the systematic empirical analysis of several explanatory
factors under a common theoretical framework are rare (Eckhard and Ege, 2016). More specifically, the state of
the art can be characterized by three deficiencies: 1) Research on IPA influence is often characterized by a focus
on single instances of influence. Thus, the conditions under which international bureaucracies influence
policy-making (and their relative importance in terms of explanatory power) are a matter of academic controversy.
2) Factors related to the bureaucratic fabric of IOs such as administrative fragmentation, specialization, and
differentiation have thus far remained outside the focus of most empirical analyses, and efforts to link
administrative patterns to IPA influence are largely missing. 3) It has also been critically observed that pertinent
research is characterized by a bias toward positive (or successful) instances of IPA influence (Busch, 2014, p.
57). Cases where influence is absent are rarely included in the analysis. This makes it difficult to test the
explanatory power of different potential causes of influence and take into account the possibility of asymmetric
causality.

Against this background, the panel aims to contribute to the current debate by probing into what could be called
an international administrative governance perspective on IOs in order to study the policy impact of IPAs more
systematically (see Knill and Bauer, 2016). The proposed perspective is a heuristic scheme that puts
administrative tools center stage and links them to IO policy-making. Similar to a conceptualization introduced by
Hood that views nodality, authority, treasure, and organization as central government tools (Hood and Margetts,
2007), we suggest focusing on the administrative toolkit for policy-related action available to IPAs. Based on this
(broadly understood) perspective, the panel aims to attract scholars from different social science disciplines that
study the administrative toolkit in order to conceptualize, describe and explain the policy impact of IPAs. In view of
the deficiencies outline above, we hope that taking specific IPAs as the analytical starting point and comparing its
administrative resources, external relations, and networking activities will improve our understanding of
international administrative governance and how it matters for policy-making above the state.
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CALL FOR PAPERS

International public administrations (IPAs), i.e., the secretariats of international (governmental) organizations (IOs)
that constitute the international counterparts to national administrative bodies, wield independent influence on the
development and implementation of public policies. Previous research has successfully identified different
administrative, political and context-related factors that might enable bureaucratic influence to occur. However, an
integrative approaches that allows for a comparative empirical analysis of several explanatory factors under a
common theoretical framework are rare. Thus, we still lack systematic knowledge of how international
administrative bodies affect policy-making processes of IOs and global governance more generally. Against this
background, the panel aims to contribute to the current debate by probing into what could be called an
international administrative governance perspective on IOs in order to study the policy impact of IPAs more
systematically. The proposed perspective is a heuristic scheme that puts administrative tools such as (network)
centrality, different forms of authority, financial means and organizational structures center stage and links them
to public policy-making at the international or global level. Starting from the assumption that policy-making is a
result of strategic interactions among multiple political, administrative and societal actors that vary substantially in
terms of policy-making constraints and resources, the panel aims to combine two major questions:

● Focusing on the dependent variable: How can we conceptualize and measure the influence of IPAs on
policy-making within and outside IOs?

● Focusing on the independent variables: What are relevant administrative tools and strategies and how are
they used during the interaction with political and societal actors?

The panel invites conceptual and empirical papers on the role of IPAs in the provision of (global) public policy that
may come from a variety of disciplines such as Policy Analysis, Public Administration, International Relations and
Comparative Politics. Preferential treatment is given to comparative papers that combine theoretical work with
systematic empirical analyses.
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